
7. Intermission

7.1 Concerning the general validity of the theory
I have spent the preceding chapters making the case for design as be-
ing a cognitive process of a certain kind, but all this would be of li-
mited interest if it applied only to design. ¿erefore, in this conclud-
ing chapter I will ask: How does my argument generalize? Does my
exposition hold beyond the cases I have presented here? 

It should first be noted, however, that the previous chapters have
notbeenconcernedonlywithdesign.On thecontrary, it has beenmy
aim to build a theory that is formulated on a general cognitive level,
while using phenomena from design as the basis for this. Chapters 1
and 2 served to show the connection between design and the model
of rational action, and thereby that the issues at stake in this book
bear directly on the general views of cognition, in folk psychology
as well as in scientific theories. Already in Dewey’s original formu-
lation, the theory of inquiry concerned cognition in general, and in
chapter 3 the inquiring function of action and the“no pure analysis”
conclusion were both formulated as general theories of cognition, as
was the model of interactive cognition and the related concepts in
chapters 4 and 5. ¿e general relevance of chapter 6 will be discussed
as part of what follows. 

¿us, the preceding pages have not only been of relevance to de-
sign, even though one might at first think so. I will now also return
to the bigger issues that I mentioned briefly in the Introduction, of
whether cognition is intellectual or practical bynature.Sohowwide-
ly does my case for the practical view hold? 

Let me briefly recapitulate the two contending views: In the view
of cognition as basically intellectual, our most advanced cognitive ca-
pacities are the intramental ones; they comprise the highest achieve-
ment of evolution,and theyare thereforewhat sets us apart from oth-
er species,and bywhichwedowhat no other animal can do.¿ese are
the capacities that have always been the main concern of cognitive
science: mental representation, mental models, mental simulation;
logical inference, case-based reasoning, planning, scripts, and so on.

In the other view, cognition is basically practical. ¿ere, also intel-
lectual abilities are practical skills of a special kind, where extra-
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By a representation-hungry problem domain we mean a do-
main in which one or both of the following conditions apply:

1. ¿e problem involves reasoning about absent, non-existent,
or counterfactual states of a¡airs.

2. ¿e problem requires the agent to be selectively sensitive to
parameters whose ambient physical manifestations are com-
plex and unruly (for example, open-endedly disjunctive).

Point one is a straight-forward definition of remoteness; Regarding
the second point, the authors clarify that it mainly refers to cogni-
tion that deals with abstract properties that have no physically“man-
ifest stimuli” (e.g. visual).

So, the argument goes, whereas cognition may well work interac-
tively under presence, under remoteness it still relies on the full in-
tramental capacities; indeed must rely on them, to compensate for
these diªculties when remoteness prevents an interactive mode of
operation. ¿is is the most natural line of defense, and it is after all
how intramentality and representation has always been motivated:
It is superior because it can go beyond the here and now; beyond
what is immediately present, beyond even what yet exists; to con-
sider alternative, hypothetical situations, and so forth. ¿is argu-
ment has been advanced several times, in modern day e.g. by Popper
(1935/1959), who originally proposed that our hypotheses can die in
our stead (also cf. chapter 5),Craik (1943),and Johnson–Laird (1983).

¿is surrogate capacity (cf. Clark & Grush in press) has a straight-
forward translation into the evolutionary claim: it is often held to be
uniquely human or likewise; other species can purportedly also do
the interactive things, but humans can do more, because they can
use surrogates when the real thing is in limited supply. 

Note, however, that Clark & Toribo have (on purpose) backed
down from the fundamentally representational mind (also cf. Clark
1997).Previously,the advantages of mental surrogates have been tak-
en as reasons for their being used by cognition universally, also when
the original goods are readily available. However, with defense #1, a
conservative position might even maintain that cognition still is in-
tramental at the core, while conceding that it may take advantage of
interactionwhen it can.¿eproblemremains of explaininghowcog-
nition is sometimes interactive and sometimes intramental, but this
is doable and merely a practical matter, even though as always with
hybrid models, the result may not be aesthetically pleasing: Perhaps
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mental working materials and activities play key roles, and where
these in turn are the products of cultural development and refine-
ment. Hence, these abilities are not attributed to certain intramen-
tal equipment, as in the intellectual view. Surely the human brain
goes beyond those of other animals, but to attribute our leg up only
to mental modules that are uniquely human is too simple as an ex-
planation, and too implausible as an evolutionary argument.

Defense #1: Intramental substitutes are used 
when interaction doesn’t work
¿ese are the two antagonists. ¿e intramental model of cognition
has always been advocated as superior, but this I have contested. To-
day it is old news that it doesn’t work as advertised, but in addition
to this I have sought to explain why it is so. And then I have present-
ed a contrasting account of design as interactive and inquiring, but I
have also made the case that because of its interactive nature, it is
performed more e¡ectively than it could be,even at best, if it follow-
ed the principles of traditional theory. ¿ese are two good reasons
for cognition tobe interactive rather than intramental.¿ereby Ihave
meant to, as it were, give cognition reason for being interactive.

But from this only, proponents of intramental theory will not ac-
cept that cognition is always interactive. ¿e model I have presented
gets its superior performance from drawing on working materials,
action, and so forth, in the cognitive process. But this is not always
possible; in particular, when the object of concern is not physically
present and available to cognition. Let us call the favorable condi-
tions presence, and the opposite conditions remoteness.

Being “representation-hungry”

A defense of the intramental view along these lines has been advanc-
ed by Clark&Toribo (1994) who cannot be considered to be conser-
vative in this matter (pp. 418–419):

The basic trouble… is that the kinds of problem-domain invok-
ed are just not suªciently “representation-hungry”. Instead they
are, without exception, domains in which suitable ambient en-
vironmental stimuli exist and can be pressed into service in place
of internal representations.… it is unfair to use these cases to illu-
strate any more general anti-representationalist claim. 
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Situating strategies: designers go out of their way 
to avoid intramental thinking
Hence, design is a perfect match of the conditions where the intra-
mental capacities should come to their very best advantage, but in
chapter 6 I showed at length what actually happens: Rather than fal-
ling back on intramental capacities, designers use situating strategies;
theystrive to restoreor“re-create”presence, so that theycanwork in-
teractively nevertheless. ¿is goes to show that when hunger sets in,
the switch from interactive to intramental cognition doesn’t happen.
And, after all, isn’t it obvious that this is how it has to be? ‡en you
are starved, only thinking of food just makes you even more hungry.

¿ere are two circumstances that make the force of this argument
particularly strong and generally valid. Firstly, this is not a choice be-
tween equals, since the interactive alternative is not as readily avail-
able as the intramental procedure: To at all make it into an option,
designers first have to use the situating strategies to create the work-
ing materials to interact with. Since they in this manner go well out

of their way to enable the interactive mode, it means that the advan-
tages of interactivity over intramentality are very strong (it might
for example mean that the penalties of working intramentally are
very high), which also increases the strength of this fact. So instead
of falling back on intramental capacities, cognition spends extra phy-

sical e¡ort with the only purpose of avoiding having to think intra-
mentally. 

¿e second “aggravating” circumstance makes a much stronger
case for the generality of the interactive model: If cognition is not in-
tramental even here, when the conditions for it are the best imagin-
able, then when would it be, since all other situations are less suitable
than this one? Design is the purest possible manifestation of the ex-
act problem that intramental theory was meant to solve; even in the
words of the proponents themselves.

And in evolutionary terms, when these intramental abilities are
in reason not used to perform the functions that are considered hard
and uniquely human—the very functions for which they were once
advanced—then when are they used? And conversely, when we rely
on the older, more primitive interactive capabilities to perform the
mostdiªcult,hungrytasks, thenwhat is the reason for having the ad-
vanced, intramental ones? 

Hence, the “representation-hungriness” of design, and the use of
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there are two systems that alternate, or maybe even the intramental
processes are still running in thebackgroundduring interactivework,
maintaining an internal surrogate model of the environment even
though it is not used just then.

By introducing the notion of “representation-hungry” domains,
Clark&Toribohave established a clear lineof defense,which is good
since it identifies a meaningful direction in which to proceed with
the argument.¿ese hungrydomains then ought to do the intramen-
tal capacities more justice, and there their utility should be evident,
theauthors claim:‡eneverconditionsdegrade far enough,then cog-
nition falls back on the representational, modeling, simulating sys-
tem; when no real food for thought is available, then surrogates are
provided for a mind that is starved.

Design is absolutely representation-starved

So arguments against intramentality should not concern interac-
tion-friendlydomains, i.e. presence,but representation-hungryones
—remoteness. Let us therefore be fair and do just that, because it can
be done quite easily.For as I argued briefly in chapter6,design is a re-
presentation-hungrydomain; a closer look shows that the conditions
for design are just those where representations are purportedly need-
ed the most,where intramental cognition should work best, and the-
refore be of greatest value: Everything of that which is in the de-
signer’s chief concern is twice remote, in the future situation of use: It
is both absent spatially and non-existent temporally. And perhaps it
counts also as counterfactual, in that the whole point of design is to
bring about something that today is not so. Clark&Toribo state that
one of these conditions is enough tomakedesign a hungry domain.

Design then qualifies as a perfect example of when mental surro-
gates should be of greatest utility, also in the classical view. ¿e de-
signer is concerned with a state of a¡airs that is distant in both time
and space—and which Popper might well have called “hypotheti-
cal”. And in many accounts, design is concerned with highly ab-
stract properties, as in the second point above. Hence, it would be
hard to think of a better match for their criteria on hunger. Design
has also many times been explicitly stated as an important domain
for intramental theory to explain in general; without reference to
this particular issue (e.g. Akin 1986b, Newell&Simon 1972, p. 7, Si-
mon 1973, 1981). It therefore cannot by any measure be regarded as
an unfairly chosen domain.
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results havealsobeenextremelypoor; as seen inchapter2, it is noton-
ly very hard to find successful examples, but even any examples at
all, since the methods have proven so thoroughly impossible to use.
¿ereby the view I have advocated here would explain why design
methods have yielded such disappointing results. 

But to address this second defense on a general cognitive level re-
quires a more elaborate discussion: it is a tricky matter, because the
cognitive science tradition has made a diversive maneuver around the
problem, rather than confronting it directly. And the diversion is lar-
ge enough to require a section of its own.

Explaining (away) poor intramental performance
¿e evidence from design is quite conclusive that purely intramen-
tal performance is very poor, but the evidence is not restricted to de-
sign.On the contrary, this is probably the mostwell-documented fact
in all of cognitive science:Innumerableexperiments havedocument-
ed so-called“cognitive limitations”, “cognitive strain”, etc. ‡ether
the task studied has been concept formation (Bruner, Goodnow &
Austin 1956), planning (Hayes-Roth&Hayes-Roth 1979), the com-
prehension of complex sentences, syllogistic reasoning ( Johnson-
Laird 1983), attention span, memorizing, mental models and mental
simulation (cf. chapter6 andNorman1983)—the list could goon for-
ever—whenever purely intramental performance has been studied,
the result has always been that people do not perform according to
the principles of intramentality.

Limitations on working memory: 
the tragical number seven, plus or minus two

But what is truly striking is the role this supposed limitation has
come to take. It is not regarded as a measure for explaining (away) a
theoreticalmal-prediction,but as acelebrated scientificfinding about
the nature of human cognition—that is, the mind as having impor-
tant limitations in its information processing capacity. ¿is theme is
so central that it has even been elevated into a general scientific prin-
ciple,with itsownelement in the standardmodelsof thehumanmind,
known as short-term memory or working memory. Because of its role as
the heart of all mental processing, every cognitive function needs to
involve working memory in its operation. It is thereby the spider in
the web of these models, which can easily be made into the fly in the
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the strategies to re-create presence, are strong cases in point for the
general plausibility of the interactive model.

Defense #2: When also the strategies fail, 
then cognition becomes intramental
But this does not exclude quite all possibilities for intramental cog-
nition. An ardent defender would still not yield, but might instead
present a second counterargument: Maybe designers work interac-
tively when they can, and when they can’t do that, then they use the
situating strategies; but when they break down, then the mental mov-
ie starts to roll. ¿is, someone might claim, is when the intramental
capacities come to their best advantage. 

First, cognition would hardly be fundamentally intramental if this
is the last way out; one might however still claim that intramentality,
though not fundamental, provides us with capabilities for handling
theseextreme situations,whichweotherwisewouldn’t beable todeal
with. But secondly, one then also comes to wonder what these cir-
cumstances would be: more extreme than those for which these in-
tramental theorieswerecreated?Indesign for example,moreextreme
than design-by-drawing, so that the designer is forced to rely on ab-
straction and thinking only, without working on solutions, without
involving users, and so on. 

‡at comes to mind is a designer trying to comply with one of
the systematic design methods from chapter 1. In terms of concrete
workingmaterials,and favorableconditions for interactivecognition,
no approach to design could be more deprived than these methods:
Design is inherently remote to begin with, and to a rather substantial
extent, too. But on top of this, the approach that design methodology
prescribes makes the inherently poor conditions even worse. 

¿e objective of design methods is to focus on the abstract, logical
structureof design problems, so from the viewI have presented, their
e¡ect is essentially to deprive the design task to the fullest possible
extent. From the ideal point of view, however, this approach is nat-
ural,with its emphasis on abstraction:¿e procedures that e.g. Alex-
ander, Jones, and Simon advocated are concerned only with logical
relations and abstract criteria like requirements and constraints—no
drawings, nothing tangible,nothing concrete (Alexander 1963, Jones
1970, Simon 1981). 

But from the interactive viewpoint, the goal that design methods
aim for comprises theworst possible conditions for cognition, and the
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tually do sayand howutterances of others are understood.(Reber
1985, p. 137, emphasis added)

A better illustration of the contrast between the ideal and actual per-
spectives cannot be found. Chomskian theory portrays the human
language faculty as based on exact rules that determine with great
precision what language should look like.¿is theory is based on no-
tions like formal grammars, automata theory, and other foundational
theoretical principles of computer science.¿e problem is,of course,
that this is not what you find if you look at the language that people
use.To accommodate this circumstance, it is said that the theorycon-
cerns people’s competence. ¿is they are held to indeed have deep
downbelow,but it isn’t adequately revealed in people’s behavior.¿at
instead reflects their performance,which is much less sophisticated. 

Now the crucial issue in this is to explain the discrepancy between
competence and performance,and in particular howit can exist.¿is
is done precisely by referring to people’s inherent limitations in their
“informationprocessingcapacity”, and stating that thecompetence is
degraded by the cognitive system that cannot fully handle it. ¿is is
often done with a direct reference to working memory capacity and
the magic number.

Also the competence–performance theme has been used far be-
yond the original domain of linguistics, since it addresses a wide-
spread and general scientific need. As a result, everything related to
people’s actual“performance”has attained a distinct derogatory ring
to it. And since the study of performance is therefore not a study of
cognition an sich, it has been regarded as “applied” science and of les-
ser value, since it tells us little about howcognition really is (and which
we thus rarely see outside the laboratory).

Psychology as the study of human mental imperfection
Like so many other times, Newell&Simon have seen the weight and
scope of also this matter clearer than many others, and they have ad-
dressed it on a general, domain-independent level, thereby making
the issue very clear. But in so doing, they have also made the serious-
ness of the problem stand out more clearly, showing that it is not a
minor issue with a restricted range of impact. In e¡ect, their con-
clusion is that psychology is the study of human limitations and
shortcomings:
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ointment: If it is attributed with a flaw, then a problem in any cogni-
tive function can be ascribed to this single defect. 

¿is theme has been even further reified, by saying that working
memory can hold only the legendary 7±2 items at a time. Equally le-
gendary is the paper to which the origin of this fact is attributed, the
full title of which is ¿e magical number seven, plus or minus two: Some

limits on our capacity for processing information (Miller 1956). 
¿is is arguably the most well known, most popularized and most

widely disseminated fact that cognitive science has ever produced, as
can be seen in anypopular scientificwriting that touches on the sub-
ject of cognitive performance (Csikszentmihalyi 1990 is a prototyp-
ical case). Also, innumerable are the design features that have been
claimed to “alleviate limitations in working memory”; citing this as
thereason,forexample,ithasbeenstated thatcomputermenus should
hold no more than seven items for the user to choose between; it even
seems that phone numbers were made sevenish digits long for this
reason, so as to minimize the number of calls to directory assistance
(Ellis&Beattie 1986). 

Add to this the concept of a “chunk”, which means that one of
these seven slots can be said to contain anything, however large or
small,complex or simple,and the size of which can be chosen so as to
suit your purposes. ¿ereby you can maintain, for any given body of
material, that it either fills up,overflows,or barely fits working mem-
ory—whichever you prefer (cf. Miller 1956, Simon1974, 1976, 1979).

In this way the generally held principle, “limitations on human
cognitive capacity”, has been translated into its own architectural
feature in these models, as a “limitation in working memory capaci-
ty”, and has then been attributed to the specific size of this memory.
It could arguably be maintained that the primary purpose of postu-
lating this memory system has been to explain this “limitation”. 

Competence vs. performance

Closely related to this idea is another explanatorymeta-themewhich
is also very wide-spread. ¿is is the competence vs. performance distinc-
tion originating in Chomskian linguistics:

A theory of the former would be a theory of linguistic know-
ledge and grammar, of what an idealized mature speaker-hearer
of a language could say and understand; a theory of the latter
would be a theory of behavior, of what real speaker-hearers ac-
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point in the same direction—“limited information-processing ca-
pacity”—from empirical results, to magic numbers, to competence
vs.performance,all thewayuptometa-scientificprinciples.¿econ-
clusion must then be that it is an extremely well-established fact that
mental-only performance is quite circumscribed, not only in de-
sign, but in cognition in general: the mind alone does not reach any
great heights.

Taken together, these “limitations” themes are how the ideal per-
spective accounts for the fact that cognition doesn’t work as the the-
ory dictates. Hence, this is a generally assumed position which ap-
pears even more ardent than the second line of defense I proposed
above: It states that when the mind is forced to work intramentally,
then it performs very poorly—still, it is in essence intramental. In
this position, there is indeed a discrepancy between competence and
performance.

7.2 A matter of choosing the proper yardstick
But now take a step back and look at what the “limited capacity” ar-
gument really says. First, cognition is held to work in a certain way;
as a computer, intramentally, etc. ¿en, people are found not to be-
have as predicted, and quite thoroughly so at that. But the conclu-
sion drawn is that they are information processors nevertheless—
only very bad ones. ¿e result is the following syllogism, which is the
conclusion of defense #2:

¿e logic behind this reasoning does comes across as slightly twist-
ed:Is it the mind or the theory that should be sent in for repair? (Oth-
er variants are obtained by replacing is a computer with is intramental or
is rational.) 

¿ereby, intramental theory faces two explanatory problems: In
addition to the poor forced intramental performance, it should also
account for how cognition can come to flourish in the presence of
extra-mental factors. ¿e sentiment is after all that the surrogate ca-
pacity should make the presence of external materials and so forth an
insignificant matter:
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It is precisely when we begin to ask why the properly motivated
subject does not behave in the manner predicted by the rational
model that we recross the boundary again … to a psychological
theory of human rationality. ¿e explanation must lie inside the
subject: in limits of his ability to determine what the optimal
behavior is, or to execute it if he can determine it. In simple
concept attainment experiments, for example, the most impor-
tant mechanism that prevents the subject from adopting an eª-
cient strategy is usually the limit on the number of symbols he
can retain and manipulate in short-term memory. To the extent
that this is true, such experiments are experiments to reveal the
structure of human short-term memory… 

1. To the extent that the behavior is precisely what is called for
by the situation, it will give us information about the task
environment.…

2. To the extent that the behavior departs from perfect ratio-
nality we gain information about the psychology of the sub-
ject, about the nature of the internal mechanisms that are li-
miting his performance. (Newell & Simon 1972, pp. 55–56,
referring to Bruner et al. 1956)

Here, they virtually define psychology as the study of how people fail
toperformrationally;alternatively,of howtheyfail tobehaveas intra-
mental theory says. Adequate performance is not a topic of psychol-
ogy, it merely reflects the “task environment”, but poor performance
is: “when the subject does not behave as predicted by the rational
model,we recross theboundary to apsychological theory”.With such
an assumption as a prominent part of the underpinnings, the scien-
tific results are surelypredisposed topoint inacertaindirection.¿ere
also seems to be a division of labor between di¡erent disciplines: one
sets up the theories, the other documents how people fail to follow
them. No room is then left for the theories to be influenced by how
people actually behave; the ideal and the actual should not be mixed. 

¿e same theme is discussed in Simon (1981), and it is also related
to Simon’s earlier work on “bounded rationality” and the concept of
“satisficing”,e.g.in Simon(1947).His distinction is probablybased on
the di¡erence between e.g. economic models which often have as-
sumed that the behavior of the involved agents is rational, and psy-
chology as the study of how it isn’t.

With respect to defense #2, the cognate themes discussed here all
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form of human movement is by flying. With the advent of mo-
dern aviation, we are able to give a detailed model of this capa-
city: we consider humans to be airplanes. Or more correctly, we
consider humans, birds, and airplanes as three instances of flying
systems. 

However, experimental studies have consistently shown that
the human capacity for flying is limited—compared to for in-
stance a Boeing747–400.Muchof this can probably be attribut-
ed to the human arms not being at all eªcient as wings. 

¿e poor flying capacity is very well documented. For exam-
ple, experiments o¡ the Tower of Pisa, in the spirit of Galileo,
have consistently shown that people can fly for only 7±2 sec-
onds.Also, their landings are really messy.Accordingly, the study
of human flying in e¡ect becomes the study of human crashes. 

¿is also explains why we outside experimental settings most-
ly see people walking. Because of the limited abilities for flight,
the legs that are really meant to serve during take-o¡ and lan-
ding have become the major means of compensating for these
limitations. 

This discipline has also, via knowledge of the limitations of
human flying capacity, given us important guidelines that are
most helpful for design. Some examples are: Build houses on or
near the ground; use floors in rooms, particularly if the rooms
are above ground level. Also place furniture on the floor, and
door openings on the lower parts of walls. 

Even though the points here may seem unjust, they have direct par-
allels in the cognitive literature: almost all of the statements in the
first four paragraphs have direct counterparts in Newell & Simon
(1972); some of them also e.g. in Miller (1956) and Card, Moran &
Newell (1983). As the model for the last paragraph stands the advice
found in Applying Cognitive Psychology to User-Interface Design (Gard-
iner&Christie 1987).¿e following are some examples of guidelines
related to working memory: 

· Working memory load increases the greater the amount of
material that must be remembered temporarily, or “held in
mind”. (p. 159)

· If the number of referents,or the numberof properties and re-
lations ascribed to the referents used in a dialogue exceed the
capacity available in working memory, then the probability of
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For the crucial activities… take place centrally. ¿is is true even
when the desired object and the required activity are physical.
(Newell&Simon 1972, p. 72, cf. chapter 4)

(But you already know the explanation: using the world alleviates
the limitationsonworkingmemory.)Consider in comparison the ex-
planation I have proposed. Concerning the latter question about the
use of external material, I have already presented the interactive ac-
count at length. But what about the problematic performance on
strictly intramental tasks? Quite simply, natural cognitive perform-
ance counts in three contributing parties: mind, world, and action.
Sowhathappens if youdisable two of these? Of course, the perform-
ance breaks down. But, more importantly, this constitutes a highly
contrived, unnatural task and thus very atypical performance: the
tasks that are studied in the laboratory are very poor benchmarks to
measure human cognitive capacity by. ¿erefore they are of limited
interest. Psychological experiments do not eliminate the influence of
situation and context, thus providing “generalizable” results, as ex-
perimental method holds; instead, also an experiment is a situation
and context of its own, but of a very peculiar kind, and with very
unrepresentative characteristics, yielding equally unrepresentative
performance (cf.‡iteside&Wixon1987,Wixon&Holtzblatt1990).
¿is can also explain why the experimental results have proven not
to generalize to performance elsewhere.

As I see it, the main problem with intramental theory is its choice
of yardstick:‡enthestandardof measure isbadlychosen,thenthere-
sultingmeasurementswill necessarilybe skewed. In the Introduction
I gave a number of examples where human behavior had originally
been framed as limited, substandard, and“irrational”,butwhere oth-
ers have later showed, by taking a di¡erent point of view, that hu-
man performance in these cases makes sense, even being clever and
sophisticated.Comparewith the examples given in theIntroduction,
e.g. the quotes regarding Micronesian navigation that were given
there. My point is that the same is true here: ‡en intramentality is
the badly chosen norm,the resulting accounts of human performan-
cewill be biased bypredestination; the resulting explanations will be
in terms of deviations from the norm, that is, as limitations. Consid-
er the following, admittedly somewhat drastic allusion:

Our object of concern is human movement. ¿e fundamental
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sue, but the main concern of the theory: intramental performance is
anomalous to the theory of intramentality.

‡at the argument by Newell & Simon makes so clear is that the
chosen yardstick can put you in a truly absurd situation, where the-
ory forces certain decisions on you; here, having to define psycholo-
gy as the study of how people fail to match the explanation you have
chosen. As I see it, the main failure is that what is really a diªculty
for your theory is made into a fault in the object of study. Consider
physicists claiming that the deviations from their theoretical predic-
tions were due to the universe committing “physical error”, or limi-
tations that give the world a restricted capacity to follow the laws of
physics.

Probably the fatal standard of measure was adopted without much
deliberation, or even seeing that alternatives existed. Soon, however,
this created a situation where theory had to accommodate to the re-
sulting measurements: concepts such as bounded rationality, limita-
tions in cognitive capacity, the competence vs. performance distinc-
tion, working memory and its limited size, and so on. However, the
premise in the above syllogism was never questioned.

But when we look back today, we can see that the premise is the
cause of the problem. Because implicit in the view of the human as
a rational, intramental computerwas also theyardstick.And itwas this
yardstick that created the problem to explain: In reality, the question
thought to be howpeople perform so poorly,was in fact the problem
of why they perform so poorly according to this yardstick, which had
been implicit in the view of cognition as rational and intramental. 

Hence, it is worse not to realize that you are using a certain yard-
stick, than it is to deliberately have made a choice that turns out to
have been bad. ¿is is much like the matter of problem setting (from
chapter 3): Instead of believing that your work is to produce the right
answers to theonlyexisting question, themost important insight is to
know that what question you are asking will greatly influence the an-
swers that result.¿e yardstick you are using, like a question and a
problem definition, sets the types of result your work will produce.
‡en you know that, the greatest part of choosing the right ques-
tion or yardstick is already done.

7.3 From intramental functions 
to interactive technologies
I have here advocated a shift in perspective, from an intellectual/in-
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considering all the relevant referents, or relevant properties
and relations, will be reduced. (p. 117)

· If the sentences used in a dialogue are open to more than one
interpretation, then they are read slower and less accurately
than sentences that are open to just one interpretation.(p. 116)

· Do not present information that is irrelevant to the task that
users are trying to perform. (p. 249)

In the truisms that are stated here, it seems that cognitive psychology
is either completely absent as in the last two points, or else its tech-
nical terms have served to cloak the underlying self-evident truths
with belabored sentences. Interestingly enough, the second point
seems to say, “Complicated sentences are more diªcult to under-
stand.” My personal favorites are however the following guidelines:

· hand-held devices, such as a mouse, light-pen or digitizing
tablet-and-stylus combinations lend themselves ideally to
drawing, pointing, selecting and moving tasks — in other
words, spatial and visual tasks. (p. 271)

· keyboard-based commands are particularly appropriate for
word-processing applications… Similarly, numerical data en-
try is best served by a keypad (ibid.)

But the original purpose of the flying analogy was to show how the
chosen perspective can bias your vision, to the pointwhereyour view
of things becomes outlandish. ¿e whole theme of cognitive limita-
tions was caused by the fatal choice of yardstick, which also lies be-
hind the ill-conceived syllogism above: the yardstick is contained in
the first line of the syllogism, which states that the mind is an infor-
mation processor, and as such this chosen perspective functions as the
axiom on which the conclusion will rest. 

Also the change of yardsticks makes the di¡erence between the two
explanations:Givenamoreappropriate standardof measure,poor in-
tramental performance is no anomaly, so the explanatory problem
doesn’t even occur. In the interactive view, intramentality is forced
and unnatural, and with such restrictions the poor performance is to
be expected. Hence, for one perspective the performance is coher-
ent with the theory, but for the other it is an anomaly, and the di¡er-
ence results from the respective yardsticks. ‡at makes the anomaly
particularly serious is that it concerns not a minor or peripheral is-
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nitive capacities,once thought tobe naturally intramental and“hard-
ware-supported” in the brain’s computer, have begun to be reinter-
preted as advanced cognitive technologies, highly developed working
methods that are supported by likewise artifacts; genuine hardware
support, that is. ¿e procedures and artifacts alike have developed
andmaturedover time, they in turnhavingbeenmadepossible byad-
vances in mathematics and science. Hence, they didn’t spring out of
nothing, nor have they always been there, in there. Also, using them
requires acquired, non-trivial skills. 

¿is is what it means that also an intellectual ability is much a prac-
tical skill, but of a special variety. Plans are ways for organizing activ-
ities aheadof time, and theymakeuseof technologies likewritingand
linguistic representationsof activities, alphabets and soon,and inven-
tions like paper and writing tools—all of which we take for granted.
Taken together, these allow us to record, modify and reorganize re-
sources for structuring activity, and later to use the resources to do
just that. 

¿e use of maps is even more obviously technological by nature. It
involves the same writing tools, but also intellectual inventions like
the birds-eye perspective, graphical abstraction and representations
of the physical environment, 2D-projections of space, and also such
recent advances as geometry, trigonometry, the Mercator projection
and its likes, thewhole domain of map-making methods and techno-
logy, themeasurementandnumerical representationof distances, and
so on and so forth (see Hutchins 1995 for a comprehensive account).
¿euseof mapscomesnatural tomanypeople,particularly thosewith
academic training, and even more so to those with a background in
mathematics, geometry, and related disciplines like computer scien-
ce—but not to everyone even in Western culture.

Design restored
‡at I have been attempting on these pages is, in a sense, a similar
de-construction and re-construction of design, aiming to show that
design is not a purely intramental process closely tied to the funda-
mentalmechanismsof intentionality andplanning,but a similarly so-
phisticated cognitive technology; developed over ages, and relying
on subtle but sophisticated co-evolved artifacts and working techni-
ques. Such is the combination of soft lead pencil, drawing paper, and
techniques such as thumbnails, which together enable a highly fluid
andexpressiveway of working that computers are far from matching. 
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tramentalview to anpractical/interactiveviewof cognitive phenom-
ena.If we are to make this shift, thenwhat are the changes that will be
necessary? How should the theories be changed? ‡at will the re-
sults look like?

¿ere already seems to be an emerging trend in which abilities,
which were previously assumed to be intramental, are being reinter-
preted as interactive and inquiring techniques. ¿ese developments
are anything but concluded, and I can merely try to convey an idea of
what may lie ahead of us.

Planning can serve as a good illustration. Ever since the birth of
cognitive science, planning has been thought of as a fundamental
cognitive function that is hardwired in the human information pro-
cessor (Milleretal.1960).AccordingtoCamhis (1979), theuseof plan-
ning as a scientific concept began afterWorldWar II, in several di¡er-
ent domains, urban planning as well as the philosophy of science,
etc., compare with Polya (1945) and chapter 1. But since the emerg-
ing critique of cognitive planning theory, by in particular Suchman
(1987), planning has begun to lose this status as a privileged and fun-
damental cognitive capacity. Instead, as for example in Agre&Chap-
man (1990), plans have come to take on the status of one cognitive
technique among many, not more fundamental than, say, writing or
riding a bike, but neither any less.

Spatial navigation and the use of maps are another example. For
long now, animals as well as humans have been attributed with“cog-
nitive maps” for navigational purposes. Gallistel (1990) represents
this view, attributing them to animals as primitive as bees. Now there
are indications that this attributionhas beendone toohastily.¿iswas
just what the Åkerlund quote in the Introduction concerned: since
the Micronesian seafarers didn’t navigate or use maps as we do, it was
first concluded that they couldn’t navigate at all. So just because bees
find their way, they needn’t use maps, because this is not the only
way. For example, Hutchins (1983, 1995) showed that such things as
viewer-independent perspective and certain representational tech-
niques, which are required for creating maps, were invented in Re-
naissance times, are acquired by schooling, and do not even make
sense to people in some cultures. Still, as was his point, their naviga-
tional feats are remarkable.

Hardware support for cognitive processing
¿us, there is an emerging pattern by which these sophisticated cog-
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procedural factors that have been forgotten, and which would show
that navigation, like planning and so forth, may not be as intramen-
tal as has been assumed. And if Micronesians navigate quite di¡er-
ently from Western seamen, then why do bees necessarily navigate
with Western techniques?

But since these intramental mechanisms are part and parcel of
cognitive science, the revisions will have to reach deeply into the
groundwork. It will not be suªcient to for example talk about “ex-
ternal representations” and thereby keeping the theory of represen-
tation in place, with a new “external” specimen added to it. Hence,
human abilities need to be explained di¡erently, but also cognitive
theory and explanation need to be reinvented. Instead of proposing
new intramental innovations, we need to look for the answers else-
where, in a very literal sense. 

The final question
¿e topic in this last chapter has beenwhether cognition is intramen-
tal or interactive in essence; whether it is basically intellectual or basi-
cally practical. I have presented possible arguments and defenses from
both camps, but there is one point which they agree on: As I have
shown with the “cognitive limitations” theme, both sides agree that
mental-only performance is underwhelming, and on this the evi-
dence is decisive— this is not a matter of debate. So if you still wish
to maintain that cognition is intramental, thenyou also need to adopt
the“cognitive limitations”explanation. In interactive theory in con-
trast, the mind working on its own is only a circumscribed portion
of the full cognitive system, and the unimpressive performance that
has been documented so thoroughly is entirely to be expected.

¿us, between the alternative explanations of human performan-
ce on cerebral tasks, it doesn’t come down to right or wrong, but to
a matter of judgment. For example, the above syllogism seems to fol-
low a rationality of its own: Would you say that this strange logic is
due to limitations in the information processing capacity of its ori-
ginators? I personally wouldn’t. I’d grant them that they, too, would
rather be playing frisbee.
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A similar reinterpretation can be applied to for example mental

simulation vs. hand simulation, as in chapter 6; we can do simula-
tions reasonably well, given the proper supporting tools and techni-
ques, but not so well otherwise. Some people have asked me, “Are
you saying that we cannot plan?” No, I am saying, But look at how we

do it; for example, look at how “mental” simulation is done. In com-
parison, am I saying that we cannot design, just because I argue that
design is not a stage of pure intramental analysis, separated from the
other activities of inquiry? 

Hence, I don’t claim that we cannot plan, but accounts of plan-
ning and so forth must be revised, like “mental” simulation. In one
sense, design is the “restored” view of planning. “Plan” comes from
the Middle French plant, which means ground plan or map (also
influenced by Fr. plan as in flat surface, cf. English plain). In other
words, from drawing a floor plan—i.e. architectural design.¿e term
planning is thus an abstract rendition of design, derived from a pro-
cess whereby you make plans literally by drawing. It appears that the
practice of sketching as a means of design was developed at the same
timeaswhendesignbecamea function separate frombuilding (Gom-
brich 1960, Herbert 1993). Somewhere along the way, as “making
plans” became intramentalized, both the working method and the
materials and tools were dropped; they were in e¡ect all made into
epiphenomena—perhaps the tale of the singular creative idea was
born here. Graphic designers also sometimes refer to sketching as
“planning” the poster, folder, or other whatever they are producing
(e.g. Black 1990). My account has thus merely reinstated the extra-
mental components of the activity (inquiry), the doing and working
techniques (sketching), and the materials and tools (paper, pencil),
into the cognitive function of planning—such as it was in the origi-
nal meaning of the word. One purpose of chapter 1 was to show how
veryclosely relateddesign is togeneral cognition, linkedvia themod-
el of rationality and rational action.

In the same way, many other important activities have always been
interactive and inquiring, but the intramental yardstick has caused
this to be ignored. As compensation, mental mechanisms have been
invented to handle what is actually done by interaction: representa-
tion and mental surrogates of the “outside” world are the paradig-
matic examples (cf. Hutchins 1995, ch. 9).

It is such reconsideration that may lie ahead of us, for example re-
garding cognitive maps: the potential rediscovery of material and
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